
GAZEBOS
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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Place Gazebo frame in the 
centre of the desired area. 
Remove cover. 
Have 2 people stand on 
opposites sides, grasp two 
outer legs, lift off the ground 
and step backwards as it 
moves up and out.
Stop at arm’s length.

Remove all products from packaging

2Grasp the bottom of the 
diamond on opposite 

sides. Lift upwards and  
step back until Gazebo is 

fully opened. 

Aluminium Gazebo
TENT-XA
Available in 4 sizes: 2x2 | 3x3 | 3x4.5 | 3x6

Don't forget your walls, doors & windows. +



ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
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Lift two adjacent outer legs up and pull 
out the inner legs until the snap locks. 

Repeat on all legs.
Raise or level the Gazebo using the 

adjustment holes on the bottom of each 
outer leg. 

Engage the auto slider button at each 
corner by pushing up with one hand, 
while holding down the top of the leg 
with the other hand. Snap button will 

engage. Repeat on all legs. 

+ GAZEBO ACCESSORIES

Tent Pegs

7.5kg Weight

10.5L Water 
weights

LED Light Kit Flag Clamp



TAKING DOWN YOUR GAZEBO
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Lift two outer legs slightly, and 
depress snap button. Lift the 
telescopic inner legs up into the 
outer legs. Repeat on the other side. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Windy conditions: Ensure you secure your Gazebo with weights and ground pegs.
• Heavy wind: Take down your Gazebo.
• Rain: Do not leave Gazebo unattended
• Wet Fabric: Let Gazebo dry before closing down.
• Cleaning: Use a mild detergent and water only. 
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Release auto slider at each corner 
by pushing the snap button to 
release pressure. Repeat on all four 
corners. 

Grasp the top of the diamond on 
opposite sides, shake the Gazebo a 
little while stepping towards the 
other person until it's 3/4 closed. 
Then grasp the two outer legs, and 
push together fully. 
Place cover bag on. 


